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Get in (pH) Control of Tuberculosis Diagnosis         
Maximise Recovery and Viability of Mycobacteria                    

Figure 1. The importance of rigid pH control in mycobacteria isolation

For more information on the MycoDDR™ 
kits and improving tuberculosis diagnosis 
please visit: 
www.alphalabs.co.uk/mycoddr

Until recently, the number of cases of 
tuberculosis (TB) in the UK reflected a two-
decade-long rise from the mid-1980s, with 
the incidence of TB in England higher than 
in most comparable countries and four 
times the rate recorded in the USA. 

A sustained annual decline of at least 10% in 
the number of TB cases between 2012 and 
2015 allowed for the UK rates to match the 
global falling trend. 

Unfortunately, the decline in the number of 
affected individuals in the UK slowed down in 
2016 to 1%. 

Collaborative TB Strategy for England was 
launched in 2015 by the government. The 
document highlighted the steps required to 
achieve a sustained year-on-year decrease in 
the number of TB cases that would ultimately 
lead to the elimination of TB as a public health 
problem in England.  

While bringing tuberculosis under control by 
public health professionals remains a focus of 
this strategy, clinical microbiology laboratories 
are under increasing pressure to support the 
targets of early and reliable diagnosis and 
treatment. 

Laboratories are required to analyse samples 
to check for the presence of mycobacteria, 
particularly M. tuberculosis. However, this 
can be complicated by the presence of other 
species of bacteria in the sample. 

Since mycobacteria are slow growing and 
require relatively lengthy incubation times for 
detection, the faster growth of other bacteria 
can obscure their presence and ultimately 
prevent the detection of mycobacteria in the 
sample. 

In order to avoid this contamination, samples 
are first digested to release any mycobacteria 
from the tissue or sputum. They are then 
decontaminated to remove any other 
microorganisms present. 

Risk of False Negative Results

Treatment with N-acetyl l-cysteine (NALC) 
and NaOH breaks down mucoid material 
and raises the sample pH to a level that kills 
contaminating bacteria. Unfortunately, this 
process is not without risk since an excess of 
NaOH can lead to an extremely raised pH, 
which will kill the mycobacteria and cause a 
false negative result to be reported. 

Conversely, if the concentration of NaOH is 
too low, the pH will not be sufficiently raised 
to a level that will kill contaminating species 
and their growth could inhibit that of any 
mycobacteria present, again leading to a false 
negative result. 

To avoid these problems an accurate 
monitoring of the sample pH during the 
digestion/decontamination process is of high 
importance. The use of in-house reagents 
could impair this process.

Maximise Recovery of Viable 
Mycobacteria

IMMY’s MycoDDR™ kit supports laboratories 
in their aim to maximise the recovery and 
retention of viable mycobacteria. MycoDDR 
allows rigid pH control to be maintained 
with ease throughout the digestion/
decontamination process. 

This leads to greater retention of viable 
mycobacteria, easier interpretation and faster 
reporting of results (Figure 1).

Visualising Correct pH 

Maintaining the correct pH with MycoDDR™ 
is simple - it is accomplished by means of 
visual confirmation. When the digestion/
decontamination buffer is added to a sample, 
the integrated pH indicator solution turns 
blue. 

The addition of the neutralisation buffer 
turns the solution colourless when the ideal 
pH range is reached. This makes it easy for 
laboratories to control the pH of samples 
and be confident of optimal recovery of 
mycobacteria. The re-suspension buffer 
ensures the sample is at the correct pH for the 
sensitive environments of automated culture 
systems.

MycoDDR™ kits have been designed with 
accuracy and ease of use in mind and contain 
all of the required reagents for the processing 
of clinical specimens tested for Mycobacterium 
spp. (including M. tuberculosis). 

The introduction of the MycoDDR™ system to 
the laboratory can simplify workflow, improve 
quality and increase confidence in results.

 


